BigScience: A Case Study in the Social Construction of a Multilingual Large Language Model

Abstract

The BigScience Workshop was a value-driven initiative that spanned one and half years of interdisciplinary research and culminated in the creation of ROOTS, a 1.6TB multilingual dataset that was used to train BLOOM, one of the largest multilingual language models to date. In addition to the technical outcomes and artifacts, the workshop fostered multidisciplinary collaborations around large models, datasets, and their analysis. This in turn led to a wide range of research publications spanning topics from ethics to law, data governance, modeling choices and distributed training. This paper focuses on the collaborative research aspects of BigScience and takes a step back to look at the challenges of large-scale participatory research, with respect to participant diversity and the tasks required to successfully carry out such a project. Our main goal is to share the lessons we learned from this experience, what we could have done better and what we did well. We show how the impact of such a social approach to scientific research goes well beyond the technical artifacts that were the basis of its inception.

1 BigScience Workshop—Context and Inception

Research practices are inevitably tied to the socio-technical contexts in which they are embedded. Such a contextual and fluid view is, according to [Kuhn] (1962), part and parcel of the scientific enterprise, whose necessary evolution is modulated by revolutions leading to new paradigms. A particularly useful paradigmatic view of the scientific method as it relates to—and is transformed by—computing technologies can be found in Jim Gray’s last talk he gave before disappearing at sea and the posthumous anthology [Hey et al.] (2009) it inspired. Hey et al. saw in the commodification of data a transformation of how research is conducted. Symons and Horner (2014) characterized this mode of data-driven research as primarily software-intensive, a characterization that is especially true for modern deep learning (Bekman and Gugger [2022], Bekman [2022]), making meaningful research contingent upon the formation of more specialized teams; a need that would—among other things—also come to characterize “Big Science”: a specific form science that emerged in the 1940s (Longino [2019]).

This Big Science phenomenon grew out of the necessity to cope with the increasing complexity of twentieth century research questions and agendas. Thousands of researchers of diverse backgrounds and expertise, organized in specialized sub-groups, have on various occasions collaborated together over extended periods of time to be able to achieve what no individual effort could possibly hope to manage: land on the moon (Arrilucea et al. [2018]), accurately estimate the mass of the Higgs Boson (Aad et al. [2015]), sequence the human genome (Lander et al. [2001]), and detect gravitational waves (Abbott et al. [2016]). It was indeed this sort of large-scale multidisciplinary collaboration that inspired the creation of the BigScience Workshop.

Workshop on Broadening Research Collaborations in ML (NeurIPS 2022).
The BigScience Workshop project originated from discussions in late 2020 and early 2021 between Thomas Wolf (Hugging Face), Stéphane Requena (GENCI) and Pierre-François Lavallée (IDRIS); GENCI and IDRIS being respectively the designer–builder and operator of the French supercomputer “Jean Zay”, a national computing center for the CNRS (“Centre national de la recherche scientifique”, the French National Research Organization). These early discussions went over the possibilities that a large cluster like Jean Zay with close to 2700 GPUs could offer to the field of Artificial Intelligence. Quickly this converged toward the goal of training a very large language models, of the order of 100 billions of parameters. With respect to existing such models, the identified issues was that most of these models are currently trained privately with no oversight from the research community at large, but more crucially the people at the receiving end of these technologies who stand to be hurt the most by them.

A popular belief—fueled by the commodification of data—is that data is a mere value-less true representation of the world and therefore a “harbinger of transparency, democracy and social equality” (Leonelli, 2020). In reality however, the digital divide (Sullins, 2021) often extends naturally into a data divide which inherently limits the representativeness of any data, owing to the ever-widening gap between those who can access ICT (Information and communications technology) infrastructure and those who cannot. This absence of data relating to certain socioeconomic, socio-cultural, and geographic groups inherently limit the comprehensiveness of any data resource (Leonelli, 2020) and renders any artifact that builds on such data—such as language models—into a tool that reinforces and potentially amplifies the inequalities encoded in large datasets (Bender et al., 2021).

Unfortunately, this commodification of data could in practice lead to an unreflected leveraging of the Web as a convenient source of large quantities of training material (Birhane et al., 2021a), especially by companies whose identity is “strongly linked with data” (Beaulieu and Leonelli, 2021) who have an incentive to default to what Krohs (2012) calls convenience experimentation—that is experimental designs, practices, methods, and data that are adopted not because of their suitability to the problem at hand, but because they are “easily and widely available and usable, and thus convenient means” (Leonelli, 2020) for private research labs to achieve their goals.

Being cognizant of these challenges, the BigScience Workshop adopted a value-driven (Elliott, 2017) approach, grounded in an ethical charter (See Section 2), that modulated all processes involved in
the training of the BLOOM model[^1], the creation of the ROOTS corpus [Laurençon et al., 2022], and all other workshop outputs (See Section 4). Targeted diversity (See Sections 2 and 3)—both socio-cultural and disciplinary—was a key ingredient in the success of the workshop. The benefits of such an inclusive and diverse participatory approach to research, what [Birhane et al., 2022] call the “participatory turn” of AI research, goes well beyond the Big Science metaphor and is indeed well aligned with trends observed by [Wang and Barabási, 2021], who attempt to attempt to quantify the effects of the institutionalization of 20th century science [Longino, 2019], and use publication data to observe the 1) growing importance of teams across disciplines, 2) the internationalization of research collaborations, 3) the importance of diversity—ethnic, geographic, and institutional—and its positive effect on scientific impact, and 4) the importance of the research dynamics of big teams in knowledge-production [Wang and Barabási, 2021]. This shows the importance of community-driven collaborative ML and AI collectives [Community, 2022] and explains their recent proliferation and positive impact on the field. Non-profit social-participation collectives such as EleutherAI, the ML Collective, Cohere for AI, MLT, Masakhane, MD4SG, and BigScience form an important counterweight to a field that often relegates issues of ethics, harm, and governance to secondary positions of post-facto crisis management and damage control. This “train first, ask questions later” approach to AI was exactly what the BigScience Workshop attempted to avoid, and what this current paper attempts to elucidate.

2 Value-Driven Science: Organization, Governance, and Participation

The BigScience project was initiated in January 2021, a few months after [Bender et al., 2021] brought attention to the risks inherent in the approach of prioritizing increasing model size as the main path forward to “improving” Machine Learning systems. It also followed recent calls to further examine the values encoded both in the datasets that support ML research and in the research practices themselves [Scheuerman et al., 2021; Birhane et al., 2022]. In this context, and in order to start addressing some of the limitations outlined in these works, the BigScience project started as a request for a large compute grant on the French public supercomputer Jean Zay[^2] that would allow a greater range of participants (especially outside of the best-resourced US-based industrial lab) to work on defining, developing, and interrogating a Large Language Model of a similar size to ones recently developed (Brown et al., 2020). In particular, the grant request[^3] emphasized openness, inclusion, and responsibility as driving values for the project.

In order to meet these objectives, we first endeavored to map research topics that were relevant to fostering these values in the development of LLMs, and to set up a project organization and governance structure focused on enabling an open distributed collaboration driven by shared values while fostering diverse participation.

2.1 Mapping Research Topics

The BigScience workshop was devised as an open research collaboration organized around the production of a specific artifact: a multilingual Large Language Model to be made available to the ML research community to support further investigation. The creation of such an artifact raised a number of interdependent but distinct research questions, especially for a project that aimed to meaningfully engage with its social context and acknowledge its social dimensions [Winner, 1980].

This network of related research questions was reflected in the project’s organization into Working Groups. Each Working Group comprised several participants with various levels of involvement including a few chairs whose role was to self-organize around a specific aspect of the overall project. Importantly, participants were encouraged to join more than one working group in order to share experiences and information. During the preparatory phase of the project launching up to the May 2021 launch event, we defined a starting set of working groups corresponding to the initial expertise and interests of the participants[^4]. We also invited participants to start new working groups as the need arose and as the diversity of the expertise and experience in the workshop increased. Indeed, the 10 initial proposals grew into the set of 30 working groups presented in Figure 2.

[^1]: https://hf.co/bigscience/bloom
[^2]: Jean Zay supercomputer
[^3]: Available here
[^4]: List of Working Group categories at the launch event.
The choice of which research questions to prioritize is significant for a project of this size. The behavior of the final trained multilingual model that was the focus of the effort would to the best of our knowledge depend on a range of Modeling choices, including for example tokenization (Park et al., 2020) or architecture (Scao et al., 2022); all of which were explored in specific modeling working groups. Training a very large model on a cluster like Jean Zay also presents unique and novel challenges, which were addressed by the members of the Engineering working group. These working groups together aimed to ensure that the best possible use was made of the consequent compute resources made available by the grant supporting the project.

The project was also motivated by a drive to better understand trained Large Language Models. Thus, being able to properly evaluate various aspects of the model’s behavior was instrumental both to measuring the impact of choices made during the project and to furthering the community’s understanding of this category of systems’ general properties. BigScience’s various Evaluation working groups worked on adapting recent notable efforts to develop evaluation suites for LLMs (Gao et al., 2021; Srivastava et al., 2022) and extending their scopes to more languages, exploration and visualization tools, and evaluation methods.

A trained LLM is also a reflection of its training Data. Recent work has drawn attention to various issues caused by the lack of value put on data work in our research community (Sambasivan et al., 2021), and to how prioritizing efficiency and technical performance comes at the expense of social considerations for datasets (Scheuerman et al., 2021; Birhane et al., 2021b); including over-relying on automatic curation that fails to examine the additional biases it introduces (Dodge et al., 2021). In contrast, we made data elicitation and curation a significant part of our effort, with groups dedicated to questions of sourcing, governance, preparation, analysis, and other necessary tooling. This made it easier to intentionally select what language would be included in the final corpus and to foster diversity and awareness of the data subjects.

Considerations of Social Impact and Context were spread across the whole projects, including but not limited to the data governance working group mentioned above, an evaluation working group focused on fairness evaluation, work on the carbon footprint of the project, etc. Among those, the Ethical and Legal Scholarship played a special role by laying the foundation for broader, collaborative work among the different working groups in a horizontal and participatory effort. Through their complementarity, the philosophical and legal disciplines guided the framework for the governance of BigScience’s artifacts, thus laying the foundation for broader discussion. The most visible outcomes of this work were a project-wide ethical charter, a model Responsible AI License to account for downstream uses of the model and a week-long legal hackathon where 30 legal scholars investigated the international legal context for the technology.

Finally, the success of the overall project was highly dependent on the work of the Organization and Communication working groups whose missions included fostering cross-group communication, organizing regular events that served as milestones for the full community of participants — including
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1. Overview of the Engineering WG.
2. BigScience Ethical Charter
3. BigScience OpenRAIL-M License
4. BigScience Legal Playbook
the closing workshop at ACL 2022 —, and managing the logistics of the project to allow new participants to easily join and existing participants to keep abreast of the many ongoing efforts.

2.2 Distributed Project Organization, Governance, and Diversity

Workshop Organization and Communication Mechanisms The BigScience Workshop used multiple communication channels for communication and organization. Most of the discussions happened on the Hugging Face company Slack, where participants were invited to join as multi-channel guests with access to the channels corresponding to the working groups they had joined. For the sake of visibility, all working documents were hosted on a Google Drive folder which by default had universal read access, and write access for members of the specific working groups. The comment threads on the documents in this drive were also an important channel of communication. Regular synchronizations were also organized in the form of project-wide live events (6 including the kick-off and closing workshop) and more frequent bi-weekly calls between all the working group chairs, as well as a regular newsletter sent out to all participants. Finally, many of the project participants came from an open-source software (OSS) culture, and many of the project’s contributions came in the form of open-source software, so a significant portion of the conversations and many of the technical decisions were taken through GitHub interactions (discussions and pull requests).

The communication approach was designed with an aim to foster inclusion by putting asynchronous written communication first, and enabling a consensus-based decision mechanism where all concerns from participants directly affected or with expertise relevant to a decision were addressed before moving forward. In particular, the chairs were asked to coordinate between working groups to ensure that people across the organization were aware when decisions that were relevant to them were being discussed. In practice, however, we still found that live meetings were instrumental in communicating more nuanced information, but could be particularly difficult with participants on all continents.

An additional challenge came from the project’s somewhat restricted time frame. Many of the different research topics outlined in Section 2.1 depend on each other. For example, focusing only on the data aspect of the work, having a good grasp of data governance processes should precede working to identify data sources, which needs to be done before the data is prepared and then, analyzed; an analysis which should then again inform new governance practices. In particular, in most of these cases, the sharp increase in scale in the last two years makes it difficult to rely on existing work. However, as we were strictly constrained by the availability of the computing resources that would be used to train the model and put a time limit on when the training corpus should be available, we had to do our best to do as much of this work in parallel, with more or less success depending on the aspects.

Aligning Goals through an Ethical Charter One way to empower our diversity has been to use an appropriate normative ethics framework to let coexist and enhance our scientific, cultural, and professional diversity. Through the adoption of a value pluralist approach (Heathwood, 2015), according to which the order of moral values may vary but cannot be considered less important, we framed our method. The best way to make this approach work is to inscribe it in a principle belonging to the Confucian moral theory tradition: the principle of harmony (Li, 2006).

Once the scope of action and normative approach had been defined, we started drafting the ethical charter, which aims to engage us individually and collectively. So the need to have an ethical charter stems from an awareness of the possible negative repercussions associated with the development of LLMs (as stated in the charter’s preamble) but at the same time, a willingness to commit on a moral level to defined and shared values. These same values were later reused and developed vertically by the different WGs working on specific issues with particular ethical challenges. Added to the approach described above is the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic values (Ronnow-Rasmussen, 2015) that we have adopted. This value theory allowed us to have the agility to represent pivotal, intrinsic values as unshakable and long-lasting over time. We refer here, for example, to the value of inclusivity: described as a sense of belonging and feeling welcome, it becomes an enduring value within the BigScience project. On the other hand, extrinsic and thus instrumental values achieve the goals set by intrinsic ones and can be replaced over time. In our example, the extrinsic value of interdisciplinarity becomes essential in order to achieve the intrinsic value of inclusivity: the two become essential to each other.

9 Github BigScience organization
Writing the ethical charter as a collaborative and consensus-based endeavor presented particular challenges. First, moral emotions (Haidt, 2002) came into play when we had to discuss definitions of BigScience values, that is, those social emotions that animate conversations about what we care about. This made alternating between bi-weekly live meetings to channel these discussions with periods of asynchronous written exchanges (between Slack and document comments) particularly important. Second, getting participation from the greatest number of project collaborators required significant effort. Engagement increased after the first draft, which allowed us to have a more solid basis for discussion. The limitations of non-physical collaboration with participants in the same project were evident there, but the challenge allowed us to get creative. For instance, adopting the latest version of the ethical charter was done through a questionnaire; while it left less room for nuanced discussion of the individual points, it made it possible to reach those collaborators who did not have time to engage in ethical discussions.

Building Diversity The BigScience workshop aimed to increase the range of expertise and experiences who take part in shaping new technology, and to promote the agency of under-represented voices in doing so. It also strove to be cognizant of ways in which attempts to foster diversity without interrogating for whose benefit can run contrary to this goal. While improving the representation of non-European languages in NLP technology can be a worthy goal (Joshi et al., 2020), attempts to develop resources under the full direction and ownership of a handful of institutions outside of their context become extractive “helicopter research” (Haelewaters et al., 2021). Recent scholarship has also explored how traditional discourses of inclusion can reinforce harmful frames and paradigms (Hoffmann, 2021) and how the disproportionate role of technology companies in social impact research can hobble efforts in that space (Young et al., 2022). In addition to fostering an inclusive environment via its consensus-based organization, ethical charter, and code of conduct, the BigScience workshop strove to address the pitfalls outlined above by focusing specifically on increasing agency in our outreach efforts.

The first priority to that end was to reach out to potential participants outside of our immediate networks early in the project while the goals and approach were still being defined. We started by identifying partner organizations (primarily grassroots organization, advocacy groups focused on internet and equity, national libraries, and universities with at least one faculty member working on NLP) based on criteria of geographical diversity and expertise in relevant fields, including sociolinguistics, technology regulation, and technology governance. We found that most people we reached out to on that basis with a high-level explanation of the overall workshop goals and where we thought their specific expertise would fit in the project were willing to schedule a video call for further information, and to direct us to some of their colleagues who might be a better fit when they themselves could not join the project. Secondly, we put an emphasis on diversity in leadership positions as much as on the diversity of overall participants. The organization group in particular worked to that end by reaching out to individual participants and collecting feedback on what would make it easier for them to serve as chairs.

Last but not least, we endeavored to make the BigScience workshop inclusive to research that did not directly contribute to the final artifacts. The goal was again to give participants the flexibility to define how they could best benefit from their own work within BigScience, and foster a mutually beneficial partnership rather than a one-way transfer of skills. This led for example to working groups that branched off as their own projects, such as the efforts focused on biomedical data and historical text. It also informed how we ran e.g. data sourcing hackathons (McMillan-Major et al., 2022) where participants were asked to index language resources that were of broad interest to their work not restricted by their fitness to our specific use case to make the resulting catalog useful beyond BigScience.

3 BigScience Participants Post Hoc Diversity and Feedback Survey

Of the over 1200 people registered to BigScience and were given access to its communication channels, we found that 365 individuals had directly contributed to the project’s released artifacts in a way that we could trace. It is important to note that while the largest group originated from the US, almost all continents were represented in the project, ranging from Asia, Africa, North and South America and Europe as can be seen on the map in Figure[1]—a total of 38 countries: China, Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Vietnam, Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, India, Saudi Arabia, United Arabic
At the conclusion of the BigScience project, we also carried out a survey among the participants. While only 24 answered, the answers give an interesting insight into various other aspects of the collaboration within the project. The following information is drawn from this survey, which contained various questions, ranging from demographic questions to open questions, where participants could express their opinion freely and openly. The results of this survey also support the cultural diversity among the participants. But it also showed that their background is just as diverse. While the majority comes from a computer science background, a lot of participants had an additional background in for example linguistics, statistics, socio-cultural anthropology or law. Few participants had a non-CS background, such as philosophy or law. This resulted in also quite homogeneous working groups, where most people stated that they were collaborating with other computer scientists. But some stated that they collaborated with people with law, philosophy, ethics, sociology or GLAM background – probably also depending on the actual working groups. Nevertheless, in general the communication within the groups was rated very positively, while the communication across the various working groups was rated a lot lower – so this would be something to improve in another, similar project. But, across the whole project, the collaboration was rated quite highly. Also the languages represented were quite diverse – as could be expected from a project that aims to build a multilingual language model. English was the dominating language, followed by German, French, Spanish and Arabic, but lower resource languages such as Norwegian or Niger Congo languages were also worked on. The majority of participants joined the project on a voluntary basis, without being explicitly paid to do so. Most did so, because they wanted to learn something or because they believed in the overall goals of the project. The project as a whole was rated very high and when asked about the achieved goals, most answers indicated that almost all goals were achieved, even if not perfectly and some issues were still open at the time of writing. Overall, participants liked the openness of the project and the community as a whole, which is described as inclusive and multicultural. Things participants expressed a dislike on, was various factors, such as the communication across groups, or finding your footing if one joined later in the project, as there were so many channels, so many groups and things grew organically throughout the project. Also the dominance of English was criticized, but it might be difficult to change that. When it comes to doing things differently in the future, most answers asked for a bit more steering, having the possibility to join earlier and more funding. At the end, nobody expressed that they would not join a follow-up project, on the contrary, almost 70% of the participants indicated, that they would participate in a follow-up project.

4 Lessons Learned, Workshop Outputs, and the Future of BigScience

If an end-date has to be put to this initiative, it could be the last (hybrid) workshop [Fan et al. 2022], on May 27th 2022. While this concluded the more organized efforts, several working groups continued either wrapping up or even brainstorming new ideas. In particular, the model [10] (dubbed BLOOM) was released in early July.

When reflecting back on this endeavour, we believe that it showed the possibility of setting up a (very) large collaborative structure in the area of machine learning, something which to our knowledge had not been done at this scale before. We argue that part of its success can be attributed to a very conscious effort to encompass the global community. This is true both at the geographical sense, as well as skill-wise: the BigScience included not only researchers with technical background in training large language models, but also ethicists, social scientists, legal scholars, and practitioners. Beyond the final model, BigScience created a large list of papers and spurred new collaborations, often between people who would not have met otherwise. More generally, it showed that open collaborations can work not only for small paper-like projects, but also for more ambitious projects that require various intermediate steps. Beyond ROOTS and BLOOM, this initiative spawned at least 16 papers [13] and several other assets not necessarily (yet) described in a research paper. Those include

These are countries of residence, not origin.  
https://bigscience.huggingface.co/acl-2022  
https://hf.co/bigscience/bloom  
See complete list here
a consortium focusing on multi-modal (speech+text) models funded by the European Commission; as well as the follow-up project BigCod and BigLAM which were launched very recently.

In order to best meet its goals, the BigScience project involved a number of trade-offs which—in hindsight—could have been better negotiated to make for a smoother experience.

**Legal entity or ad-hoc collaboration.** One of the questions that came up at different points during the project was whether it was better run as an informal collaboration between individual volunteers (with support from the host organization Hugging Face), or whether it would be its own legal entity, possibly with the capacity to raise proper funds and hire staff. We ended up remaining in the former situation for the length of the project, not least because the latter would have taken too long to set up given the overall timeline. Having an informal collaboration made it easier for participants to join without too much oversight from their main employers, especially participants whose main position was in industry. Requiring them to get formal approval from their management chain to join e.g. an established consortium would have been significantly more cumbersome and might have proved detrimental to the general enthusiasm for the project.

At the same time, this lack of legal entity made it more complicated to join for those companies whose legal department had a strong say in internal decisions and employee activities. There was also no way for contributors to get remunerated for their work, or funds for expenses outside of compute (e.g., licensing fees). Individuals participated because they believed in the vision of the project, and/or because of some expected follow-up gain (visibility, employment opportunities, co-authoring some assets, training possibilities, networking, etc). This made every effort dependent on this intrinsic motivation of each individual, as well as timing commitment outside pressing deadlines of other responsibilities they might have. More generally, the project was from the beginning very bottom-up and consensus based. The associated difficulties with that and the need of taking decisions and fulfilling some milestones at concrete deadlines was often solved by the initial institutions (Hugging Face) dedicating some resources to solve that problem. It is far from certain that the project would have accomplished what it did without those dedicated resources.

**Breadth, time, and participation.** Defining the scope of the project was another challenge. The minimal goal of "training a multilingual large language model" could have been achieved with significantly fewer participants; some of the modeling working groups, the engineering working group, and the work needed to filter an existing data source such as the OSCAR corpus (Abadji et al., 2022). This would not, however, have met the project’s goal of responsibility and inclusivity that were the motivation for the approach. Addressing various social and technical aspects of LLMs together also provided a rare opportunity for scholars from different discipline to interact directly and work on problems that require diverse expertise. On the other hand, the more interdependent aspects of LLMs we aimed to address together, the harder it became to plan project steps, since some of the work did have to happen in sequence. This particular challenge came in great part from the novelty of the approach, and the original uncertainty about how many people, and with what expertise, would be interested in joining; we hope future endeavors of this kind will be able to better scope the research areas and dependency graphs between their outputs further ahead.

**Flexible goals and planning ahead.** Relatedly, while flexibility in both the project structure and the framing of its output was necessary to foster true inclusion and take action based on feedback from our diverse participants, it did make overall project planning that much more difficult. Doing so would have been even harder without the support of the two Hugging Face employees who worked as full-time and part-time Technical Program Managers respectively, and we strongly recommend future projects dedicate significant resources to these roles early on.

The BigScience Workshop presented a novel way of collaborating on large-scale ML models that aimed to prioritize foresight and breadth of expertise. In addition to the direct outcomes of the project, we hope it will provide a blueprint, or at least an inspiration for future endeavors that want to do better than the “train first, ask questions later” approach we have seen in recent years; and foster a more inclusive and thoughtful development of ML technology.
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14 https://www.bigcode-project.org/
15 https://github.com/bigscience-workshop/lam
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